
coreBio II - genetics: Friday 16 Feb 2018 

hand in questions!

Aidan: top questions from last time

Graph, as a function of distance, the likelihood that recombination 
will disconnect a selected (whether positively of negatively) allele 
from alleles in surrounding genes.

Questions (you should be able) to answer:
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Graph size of a conserved genomic region (haploid) as a function 
of time in a population.

Questions (you should be able) to answer:
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mother - fetus are not genetically identical  - why not?

imprinting

what is imprinting? 

A gene is only expressed from the gene inherited from 
mother or father (even though father’s or mother’s 
version is present).

maternal - fetal conflicts 



http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/epigenetics/imprinting/

the Genetic Conflict hypothesis, supposes that imprinting grew out 
of a competition between males for maternal resources. 

In some species, more than one male can father offspring from the 
same litter. A house cat, for example, can mate more than once 
during a heat and have a litter of kittens with two or more fathers. If 
one father's kittens grow larger than the rest, his offspring will be 
more likely to survive to adulthood and pass along their genes. So 
it's in the interest of the father's genes to produce larger offspring. 
The larger kittens will be able to compete for maternal resources at 
the expense of the other father's kittens.

On the other hand, a better outcome for the mother's genes would 
be for all of her kittens to survive to adulthood and reproduce. 
The mother alone will provide nutrients and protection for her kittens 
throughout pregnancy and after birth. She needs to be able to divide 
her resources among several kittens, without compromising her own 
needs.



If the gene is only expressed from the maternal copy,
only the maternal allele matters (and vice versa)


